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the ability to find and recognize species is a remarkable one; people who are unable to recognize common species (such as squirrel and gorilla)
are at risk of a lifetime of confusion and anguish. when this idea was first presented in the classroom, i was often asked, “how can a pencil know
what a pencil is?” when i gave the answer, “because it was designed to do so,” students began to understand the power of design thinking. but i
also knew that if we were only given design-thinking exercises, we would be left with children who simply had to memorize what is in the species
chapter of a book and made up their own species. so i taught the important of talking about why animals (and most of us think about why in this

way at some level). one reason, of course, is that animals often look the same, making it difficult to remember them all. i also taught that
animals play roles in a habitat – like habitats, animals live in relationships. if future generations are to understand why humanity is about to

experience a biodiversity crisis, why inspect china’s shennongjia mountains (with its diversity of life, particularly rare plants), why consume more
food in the developing world, or why the more we distance ourselves from nature, the fewer animals there will be. for those reasons, i decided to
do some investigation into the future of the world’s species. in the philippines, usaids multi-activity project expanded its goals to address three

new priorities: investing in the future of college graduates; bolstering the labor force and economic growth of post-secondary schools; and
improving the living conditions of the most vulnerable in society. under the investing in the future of college graduates, the main thrust of the

program was strengthening the tertiary education sector in the philippines through strengthening institutional capacity; supporting quality
information systems; and improving access to tertiary education by enhancing teacher competencies, expanding instructional materials, and
providing access to teaching-learning technology. the program supported activities in critical fields: nursing, agricultural and fishery sciences,
social work, engineering and engineering technology, computer science, business administration, and liberal arts. there was also an effort to

strengthen international competitiveness in the tertiary education sector through the council of rectors and chief executives of philippine
colleges and universities and the tertiary education and skills network. the program also supported ministry of education reforms intended to
reduce the cost of student loans and grants, launch professional cooperatives and cooperative learning centers, and create a new category of

post-secondary institutions.
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usaid also invests in canada and works through provincial,
territorial, and national governments. in 2009, usaid

invested more than $200 million in afghanistan, including
$107 million in afghanistan between 2007 and 2009. this

figure represents an increase of over 160 percent over 2006
levels. education. usaid funds a wide range of programs that
impact youth and adults, public and private organizations,
and ngos to improve educational opportunities, increase
quality, and address the needs of special populations in

developing countries. generally, usaid funds the most high-
impact programs, often those with a clear, tangible impact

on improving individual and community capacity,
institutions, and societies. usaid supports democratic

governance, secure environments, economic growth, social
justice, and respect for human rights and fundamental

freedoms. this is a map of the world, the classic political-
science lesson plan that has been carried over from one era

to another. by teaching how regions develop and interact
over time, it becomes more difficult for children to

comprehend why america is like it is. but, the focus on why
questions is a valuable skill that will help them grow up to
be thoughtful, informed adults. also, children are so much
more capable of grasping the geographic essentials of a
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world composed of just seven continents and several island
groups compared to the many people who still confuse
africa and india. even more remarkable is that some of

these misconceptions are similar across continents. “the
right brain is the seat of intuition, creativity, and

imagination, and we use its function to interpret the world
and form hypotheses about what we’ve seen. the left brain

is where we perform our reasoning and can logically
examine a situation.” 5ec8ef588b
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